1968 harley sprint

Honda had just introduced half-a-dozen small bikes, ranging from the 50cc Super Cub to the
Dream Touringâ€”with an overhead camshaft and electric starter, no less. All Harley was
offering was the latest version of its two-stroke single, now the cc Super What to do? Maybe
find some European import that could be rebadged? Like the cc models from Aermacchi, an
Italian company that was building both motorcycles and airplanes. Aermacchi had been
building airplanes until Italy surrendered during World War II, and since the Allies forbade it
from continuing in that line of work, Aermacchi started making three-wheeled trucks and
motorcycles after the war, before being allowed to start up the aircraft business again. Harley
bought half the motorcycle company in and began importing the s, in a less racy version that
was initially called the Wisconsin. Marketing types thought this was not wise. Would someone
in California or Florida want to ride a Wisconsin? The name was soon changed to Sprint.
Nevertheless many Harley dealers were not terribly happy to have these foreign-made bikes
cluttering up their showroom floors. What was this Sprint? By most non-Harley standards, it
was a pretty conventional motorcycle, with fenders designed to keep the rain away, a large
4-gallon gas tank, a long, flat saddle and American-style bars, meaning mildly high. The engine
had a nominal compression ratio of 8. The unit-construction engine had been introduced in ,
designed by engineer Alfredo Bianchi, who had previously worked for Parilla motorcycles. One
American magazine, obviously not terribly familiar with things Italian, cheerfully called it a Del
Lorto in a test. The cylinder was iron, while the head was aluminum, or light alloy, as some
preferred to call it. With a bore of 66mm, stroke 72mm, the design was relatively long-stroke.
Crankcases were split vertically, and the crankshaft was properly supported, with roller
bearings at each end. Lubrication was pressure-fed from the four pints of oil in the wet sump.
Ignition was by battery and coil, charging done by a Bosch alternator. Primary drive was by
helical gears, with a wet, multi-plate clutch feeding power to the 4-speed transmission, a
pleasantly precise gearbox with an overall gear ratio of 5. And chain final drive. The chassis was
simply a large diameter single strut, or tube, from which the engine was suspended, being held
firmly in place by a mere three bolts. It was Bianchi who came up with both the frame design
and the horizontal cylinder, understanding the advantages of easy access, especially for those
interested in racing. At the back the swingarm held a pair of Italian shock absorbers, with a
telescoping fork at the front. There was not much in the way of adjustability, but such
sophistication was not common in Wheels were both 17 inchers, wearing 3. Granted, the
left-side kickstarter did not appeal to all, and the starting drill was rather preciseâ€”failing to
faithfully follow all steps could result in a push start. However, at pounds, that was easy to do. A
very strange notion was when Harley decided to put a kickstand on the right side, so as not to
interfere with the kickstarter. In this became the C model, and a sportier H model was
introduced, with dual-purpose pretensions, having inch wheels and a large air cleaner. There
was also an increase of compression ratio to 9. In an R model was introduced for racing only.
The American market was focused on big bikes, like Harley V-twins and a slew of British twins.
The American motorcycle world was changing, as commuters, Sunday riders and racers all
grew to appreciate the smaller European and Japanese models. When a streamliner Sprint hit
mph at Bonneville in , Americans looked at it with some respect; even more when it got to mph
the next year. Granted, the engine had been super-tuned to enhance the power, claiming 30
horses at 9, rpm, but it still aroused a lot of interest. And Sprints were doing quite well in AMA
racing, road, dirt and scrambles. In the engine was enlarged to cc, but Harley was nearing
bankruptcy. Have an old Harley Sprint, engine , frame ,tank and other parts. Think only thing
missing is rear tire and wheel ,to make it a roller. Also have Jawa bike engine and everything ,
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is in good running condition, original paint good tires wheels lights work. No smoke. Before
9pm thank ypu. All original. New valves, piston, rings, ignition. Never fired. New NOS seat plus
original 2 up with grab handle. Ready for new home! This is dual sport model and is in excellent
shape. Paint is new, rear shocks are VGC, front fork seal replaced, top end done, new original
handlebars, new seat cover and new working electric starter. These are great bikes and a rider,
starts right up and go. I did not put turn signals back on it. I have all purchase documentation
and tuning notes. See below for specs:Chassis â€” Unnecessary tabs and brackets removed
with all frame welds dressed. All brake stays and brackets were fabricated from aluminum,
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release for easy starting. The shifting duties are taken care of by a 5 speed transmission that
has been back cut. The intake system consists of a tuned length custom built intake manifold
with a 30mm Mikuni round slide carburetor. A small amount of tuning is still required. Exhaust
is handled by a tuned length stainless steel head pipe and megaphone muffler. The street tires
are by Avon. Brakes have been replaced with new hardware. Body â€” The fuel tank is a vintage
Ducati unit. The seat and tail section is a fiberglass racing section that was fitted specifically to
the Sprint frame. Seat material is cow hide leather that was hand laced and snapped. All â€”
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not seized and have never tried to start since I've had it. I'm in northern va near dc. Can be seen
after 4 weekdays or Saturdays. Buyer is responsible for pick up or shipping after 4 weekdays or
Saturdays. No returns so buyer beware. Cash ,PayPal or certified funds only. Email any
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components all work and overall the Harley is in pretty good condition, especially when you
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Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. In the s and '70s, U. The first to be imported in was the
Sprint. This light and agile little bike was popular in Italy and used for daily transportation.
However, compared to U. In addition, while the cc engine was considered a serious engine in
Italy, it wasn't in the United States, where many kids' motorcycles had engines that size.
Produced by Aermacchi
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in Italy and imported by Harley-Davidson between the years of and , the Sprint was a small,
compact and lightweight bike that maneuvered well and was quite agile. It weighed in at only
pounds. Harley-Davidson claimed the Sprint's power was 21 hp at 7, rpm. According to
Motorcycle Classics, "Cycle World" tested the Sprint H in , which produced a 0-tomph time of 15
seconds, and a quarter-mile time of The engine for the Sprint was a cc horizontal four-stroke.
This proved to be too small for U. The Sprint averaged between 45 and 55 miles per gallon,
explaining why it was a popular commuter motorcycle in Italy. Many Sprints, however, require
partial to full restoration because of their age. Andre Zollars started writing in , when she
worked in the editorial department at "The Missoulian. Zollars holds a Bachelor of Arts in
international studies from the University of Washington. Harley Sprint Specifications by Andre
Zollars. Engine The engine for the Sprint was a cc horizontal four-stroke.

